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1. Introduction 
 

A fracture process composed of ductile crack initiation 

followed by stable crack growth and finally explosive 

failure in a ductile mode was observed in the damage of 

steel members, such as steel beam-to-column connection, 

steel bridge pier corner, steel brace and so on, as shown in 

Fig. 1. It is because of the past earthquakes that the failure 

mode induced by ductile fracture is deemed to be another 

big problem in thick-walled structures, together with failure 

mode induced by local buckling occurring in thin-walled 

structures. As reported by many researchers, the fracture in 

the steel bridge structures most often occurs at the corner of 

steel beam-to-column connection and steel bridge pier 

where stress and strain concentrations provide a ductile 

trigger to a ductile fracture (Kuwamura and Yamamoto 

1997, Ge and Kang 2012, Ge et al. 2012, Kang and Ge 

2012, Ge et al. 2013, Jia et al. 2014a; Ahmad et al. 2015, 

Gao et al. 2016, Bellahcene and Aberkane 2017, Liu et al. 

2019). Many researchers focus on the ductile crack 

initiation, propagation and final failure of structural steels 

(Kanvinde and Deierlein 2008, Kanvinde et al. 2008, Fell et 

al. 2009, Jia and Kuwamura 2013, Boissonnade et al. 2014,  
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Jia et al. 2014b, Jia and Kuwamura 2014, Khandelwal and 

El-Tawil 2014, Kiran and Khandelwal 2014b, Kiran and 

Khandelwal 2014a, Kang et al. 2015, Kiran and 

Khandelwal 2015, Jia et al. 2016a, Jia et al. 2016b, Kang et 

al. 2016, Wang et al. 2016, Kang et al. 2018, Fakoor et al. 

2019). However, because the weld connection details (for 

example notch, imperfection, heat affect zone) are not easy 

to be simulated in a structural component model, how to 

apply these models in a structural member still is a puzzle, 

yet not to be effectively resolved. 

Another effective method is the prediction approach 

combining the Miner’s rule and Manson -Coffin’s 

relationship, in which the damage index is introduced (Liu 

et al. 2005, Tateishi et al. 2007). The authors developed a 

series of evaluation methods to predict the ductile crack 

initiation life of steel members. The development procedure 

of ductile crack initiation evaluation method undergoes 

from shell-level to beam-level (as shown in Fig. 2), and 

from complex prediction and simplified prediction. First of 

all, a detailed damage-indexed evaluation method (DDIM) 

using shell finite element model (abbreviated as shell 

model) was proposed to evaluate the ductile crack initiation 

life (Ge and Kang 2012), in which the ductile crack 

initiation life of seventeen steel members with unstiffened 

and stiffened cross sections were predicted using the DDIM 

based on shell model analysis. In addition, a simplified 

damage-indexed evaluation method (SDIM) was developed 

to evaluate the ductile crack initiation of steel structures for 

practical significance and usefulness to actual design using 

fiber beam model (Ge and Luo 2011), in which a  
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modification factor β is introduced to magnify plastic strain 

range obtained from fiber beam model analysis to simulate 

the strain concentration effect in shell model analysis. For 

steel bridge piers with unstiffened cross section, a modified 

simplified damage-indexed evaluation method (MSDIM) 

was proposed in the reference (Kang and Ge 2015), in 

which the effects of width-to-thickness ration, slenderness 

ratio, plate thickness are considered to simulate the strain 

concentration at steel bridge pier's corner. However, the 

modified equation obtained in the reference (Kang and Ge 

2015) cannot be employed for the steel bridge piers with 

stiffened cross section because different geometry can lead 

to different degree of plastic strain concentration. 

The focus of this paper is to investigate the evaluation 

method of the ductile crack initiation of steel bridge piers 

with stiffened cross section. To this end, this study extends 

the previous research on the evaluation method to simulate 

ductile crack initiation using fiber beam model from steel  

bridge piers with unstiffened cross section to those with 

stiffened cross section. First of all, this study begins with a 

brief literature review of previous ductile crack initiation  

 

 

 

evaluation methods proposed in our previous references (Ge 

and Luo 2011; Ge and Kang 2012; Ge et al. 2013; Kang 

and Ge 2015). And then, parametric analyses about width-

to-thickness ratio, slenderness ratio, plate thickness were 

carried out. The relationships between modified parameter 

and width-to-thickness ratio, slenderness ratio, plate 

thickness are built up based on the parametric analytical 

results. Finally, the proposed evaluation method in this 

study was validated based on experimental results of three 

stiffened steel members. 

 

 

2. Previous damage index-based evaluation 
methods 
 

2.1 Formulation of the detailed damage index-
based evaluation method (DDIM) 

 

ELCF fracture occurs at large inelastic strain and is 

driven by complex fracture-fatigue interaction mechanisms 

that are closely associated with ductile crack initiation. In 

 

Fig. 1 Photos of crack of steel members in lab and practical engineering 

 

Fig. 2 Mechanism of strain localization from shell-level to beam-level 
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the conventional low cycle fatigue (LCF) regime, Manson 

(1954) and Coffin (1954) independently proposed the 

following empirical fatigue life relationship that is referred 

to as the Manson-Coffin relation 

 
k

p fN C    (1) 

where εp and Nf are the plastic strain amplitude and the 

number of cycles to failure, respectively; k and C are 

material constants. Eq. (1) is represented by a linear relation 

on the log-log coordinates of εp and Nf. Besides, the damage 

accumulation for LCF under random loading history is 

based on the Miner’s rule (1945). This method assumes that 

the effect of each cycle is independent, and the damage 

index Di is defined as ni/Nf,i, where ni and Nf,i are the 

number of cycles and fatigue life for the ith strain amplitude, 

respectively. In engineering practice, the cumulative 

damage index D is equal to zero when there is no damage 

and is equal to unity when crack initiation occurs. The 

cumulative damage parameter D is expressed as follows 

,

1.0i
i

f i

n
D D

N

 
    

 
   (2) 

Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), the damage indication D 

can also be expressed as follows (Ge and Kang 2012) 

 ,

m

pr iD C    (3) 

where ipr,  is the plastic strain range of ith half cycle, the 

constants C  and m are calculated through nonlinear 

regression on unstiffened box steel columns conducted by 

Ge et al. (2009; 2012). Regarding to this method, the plastic 

strain range instead of the plastic amplitude (half of the 

plastic strain range) is employed to evaluate the ductile 

crack initiation because the plastic strain range is not 

constant during cyclic loading history of practical structures. 

From the view of the structural level, the constants of Eq. (3) 

are dependent on not only steel material type but also cross-

section, weld toe, heat affected zone and so on. For this 

evaluation method, these effects are coarsely incorporated 

in the material constants. 

 

2.2 Formulation of the simplified damage index-
based evaluation method (SDIM) 

 

  As described in the previous section, ELCF 

evaluation using the DDIM requires finite element 

simulations of shell model, which add expense and 

complexity to the assessing process. With the aim toward 

developing a simplified damage index-based evaluation 

method (SDIM) for practical use that dose not require 

complex shell finite element simulations, a modification 

factor β is introduced to magnify plastic strain range 

obtained from fiber beam model analysis to simulate the 

strain concentration effect in shell analysis. The 

modification factor β is to convert the beam local strain 

(beam-level) to the shell local strain (shell-level) 

corresponding to fracture. The damage index formulation 

including β is expressed as follows 

 ,

m

pr iD C     (4) 

In the previous study, the modification factor β has been 

coarsely determined (Ge and Luo 2011). For the steel 

bridge pier with unstiffened and stiffened box sections, β 

was determined to be 3.73 and 6.90, respectively (Ge and 

Luo 2011). However, it was investigated in all the cases that 

the modification factor β varies with different plate width-

to-thickness ratios (i.e., 0.25, 0.35) and different column 

slenderness ratios (0.25-0.45). Very little influence was 

observed in different cyclic loading patterns and steel types 

(SS400 and SM490) (Ge and Luo 2011). Consequently 

more detail investigations of various width-to-thickness 

ratios and slenderness ratios should be further implemented. 

 
2.3 Formulation of the modified simplified damage 

index-based evaluation method for unstiffened steel 
members (MSDIM-U) 

 
Based on the previous experimental and analytical 

results (Ge and Luo 2011), a relationship is observed 

between the modification factor β and structural parameters, 

thus, a linear function is selected to relate structural 

parameters (such as width-to-thickness ratio Rf, slenderness 

ratio  and plate thickness t) to the modification factor β, 

according to the following equation 

1 2 3 4

0

f

t
C R C C C

t
 

 
    

 
 (5) 

where the parameter t0 is treated as the basic thickness 

parameter and is selected to be 9 mm. C1, C2, C3 and C4 are 

constants, and based on the parametric results they are 

determined to be 11.1, 1.18, -1.34 and -0.0751, respectively. 

The modification factor βu for unstiffened steel members 

can be obtained as follows 

0

11.1 1.18 1.34 0.0751u f

t
R

t
 

 
    

 
 (6) 

The applicable range of the above equation is Rf = 0.25 ~ 

0.4, and t/t0 = 1.0 ~ 3.33, and = 0.3 ~ 0.5. 

 

 

3. Parametric analysis 
 

In order to develop a closed-form equation to calculate 

the concentrated plastic strain quantities at the strain 

concentration zone, a series of shell analyses and fiber beam 

analyses are conducted by using the general finite-element 

software ABAQUS (2014), respectively, to determine the 

constants C1, C2, C3 and C4 for the modification factor βs of 

stiffened steel members. First of all, the simulated cases 

with different structural parameters should be determined. 

Based on the practical engineering, a total of 33 simulation 

cases are carried out, in which 27 simulated cases of  
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Table 1 Geometric dimensions and structural parameters of analytical specimens (for the cases with the plate thicknesses 

of 10 mm, 20 mm and 30 mm) 

Name of specimen 

�̅� − 𝑅𝑓 − 𝑡 
�̅� 𝑅𝑓 

t, ts 

(mm) 
α γ/γ* 

h 

(mm) 

b 

(mm) 

bs 

(mm) 
𝜆�̅� 

𝑡�̅� 

(mm) 

𝑡𝑤̅̅ ̅ 

(mm) 
P/Py 

Hy 

(kN) 

δy 

(mm) 

30-25-10 

0.30 

0.25 

10 

0.5 3.0 

1,482 339 47 

0.149 

11 15 

0.1 

385 6.69 

30-25-20 20 3,048 687 94 22 29 1,497 13.59 

30-25-30 30 4,573 1,031 141 34 43 3,369 20.39 

30-35-10 

0.35 

10 2,101 474 51 

0.207 

11 13 524 9.69 

30-35-20 20 4,322 962 103 22 27 2,038 19.67 

30-35-30 30 6,483 1,443 154 33 40 4,586 29.50 

30-45-10 

0.45 

10 2,720 610 55 

0.269 

11 13 660 12.64 

30-45-20 20 5,594 1,237 110 22 25 2,564 25.67 

30-45-30 30 8,392 1,855 165 33 38 5,768 38.50 

40-25-10 

0.40 

0.25 

10 

0.5 3.0 

1,975 339 47 

0.149 

11 15 

0.1 

289 11.89 

40-25-20 20 4,065 687 94 22 29 1,123 24.16 

40-25-30 30 6,097 1,031 141 34 43 2,527 36.24 

40-35-10 

0.35 

10 2,801 474 51 

0.207 

11 13 393 17.22 

40-35-20 20 5,762 962 103 22 27 1,529 34.97 

40-35-30 30 8,644 1,443 154 33 40 3,439 52.45 

40-45-10 

0.45 

10 3,626 610 55 

0.269 

11 13 495 22.48 

40-45-20 20 7,459 1,237 110 22 25 1,923 45.63 

40-45-30 30 11,189 1,855 165 33 38 4,326 68.44 

50-25-10 

0.50 

0.25 

10 

0.5 3.0 

2,469 339 47 

0.149 

11 15 

0.1 

231 18.58 

50-25-20 20 5,081 687 94 22 29 898 37.75 

50-25-30 30 7,621 1,031 141 34 43 2,021 59.36 

50-35-10 

0.35 

10 3,501 474 51 

0.207 

11 13 315 26.91 

50-35-20 20 7,203 962 103 22 27 1,223 54.64 

50-35-30 30 10,804 1,443 154 33 40 2,752 81.96 

50-45-10 

0.45 

10 4,533 610 55 

0.269 

11 13 396 35.12 

50-45-20 20 9,324 1,237 110 22 25 1,538 71.29 

50-45-30 30 13,986 1,855 165 33 38 3,461 106.94 

Notes: �̅� = slenderness ratio parameter, Rf = width-to-thickness ratio parameter, t = plate thickness, ts = thickness of stiffeners, α = ratio of 

distance between diaphragms to flange width (a/b，a = spacing between two transverse stiffeners, b = flange width = B-t), γ/γ*= stiffness 

ratio of stiffeners (in which γ = stiffness of longitudinal stiffeners, 𝑡�̅� = equivalent  flange thickness, 𝑡w̅̅ ̅ = equivalent web thickness, 

h = column height, bs = stiffener width, B = flange width, D = web width, P/Py = ratio of axial compression force (where the axial yield force 

Py is computed when the full cross section is in plasticity, P is the axial force), Hy = yield horizontal force, δy = yield transverse displacement 
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structural parameters (as listed in Table 1) are selected: 

=0.3, 0.4, 0.5, Rf =0.25, 0.35, 0.45, and t = 10 mm, 20 mm, 

30 mm; 6 simulated cases of structural parameters (as listed 

in Table 2) are selected: =0.2, 0.3, 0.4, Rf =0.25, 0.35, 

and t = 4 mm. Table 3 lists the material parameters of 

structural steels in this study. The constitutive law of 

modified uniaxial two-surface model (Shen et al. 1995) is 

employed. 

The structural parameters of width-to-thickness ratio 

and slenderness ratio are determined as follows (Ge et al. 

2007) 

 2

2 2

12 1

4

y

f

b
R

t n E

 




  (7) 

2 1 yh

r E





  (8) 

where b = flange width measured from plate thickness 

centerlines, t = flange thickness, h = column height, n = 

number of subpanels, r = radius of gyration of cross section, 

E = Young’s modulus,  = Poisson's ratio and σy = yield 

stress. The slenderness ratio of stiffeners is defined as 

follows (Usami and Ge 1998) 

1 1 y

s

s

a

r EQ





  (9) 

 

 

 

where rs = radius of gyration of T-shaped cross section and 

a = spacing between two diaphragms or transverse 

stiffeners, respectively. And Q stands for the local buckling 

strength of subpanels surrounded by longitudinal stiffeners, 

which can be expressed as follows 

2

0 0

1
4 1.0

2
f

f

Q R
R

     
 

 (10) 

0 1.33 0.868fR    (11) 

The yield horizontal force Hy and the yield transverse 

displacement δy can be defined as the following equations 

1 1
0.85

y

y

E u

M P P
H

h P P

  
    

  
 (12) 

3

3

y

y

H h

EI
   (13) 

in which My = yield moment of cross-section; PE = Euler’s 

buckling load of a cantilever column; Pu = ultimate strength 

of a centrally loaded column. The material parameters of 

structural steel SM490Y used in this study are listed in 

Table 3. Cyclic loading pattern employed in this study is 

illustrated in Fig. 3. 

 

 





Table 2Geometric dimensions and structural parameters of analytical specimen (for the cases with the plate thickness  

of 4 mm) 

 

of 4 mm) 

 

 

Name of specimen 

�̅� − 𝑅𝑓 − 𝑡 
�̅� 𝑅𝑓 

t, ts 

(mm) 
α γ/γ* 

h 

(mm) 

b 

(mm) 

bs 

(mm) 
𝜆�̅� 

𝑡�̅� 

(mm) 

𝑡𝑤̅̅ ̅ 

(mm) 
P/Py 

Hy 

(kN) 

δy 

(mm) 

20-25-4 
0.20 

0.25 

4 

0.5 3.0 
295 136 19 0.149 4.5 5.8 

0.1 

92 1.19 

20-35-4 0.35 560 190 20 0.207 4.4 5.4 126 1.72 

30-25-4 
0.30 

0.25 
0.5 3.0 

594 136 19 0.149 4.5 5.8 62 2.68 

30-35-4 0.35 840 190 20 0.207 4.4 5.4 84 3.88 

40-25-4 
0.40 

0.25 
0.5 3.0 

790 136 19 0.149 4.5 5.8 46 4.76 

40-35-4 0.35 1,120 190 20 0.207 4.4 5.4 63 6.89 

Table 3 Material parameters of structural steels 

 E 

(GPa) 
ν 

σy 

(MPa) 

εy 

(%) 

εst 

(%) 

E st 

(GPa) 

σu 

(MPa) 

εu 

(%) 

Plate thickness less  

than 16 mm 
206 0.3 365 0.17 1.2 6.86 490 25 

Plate thickness more  

than 16 mm 
206 0.3 355 0.17 1.2 6.86 490 25 

Notes: E = Young’s modulus, υ = Poisson's ratio, σy = yield stress, εy = yield strain, εst = strain at the onset of strain hardening, Est = initial strain 

hardening modulus, σu = ultimate stress (tension strength), and εu = ultimate strain 
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3.1 Beam model employed in this study 
 
The beam model employed in this study is shown in Fig. 

4. The total column was modeled using the fiber beam 

element of B31 which is based on Timoshenko beam theory. 

As shown in Fig. 4 the lower part within effective failure 

length was divided into five elements, which is used for 

local buckling and ELCF verification. The upper part was 

divided into 15 elements, and total were 20 elements. 

Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5, all of the stiffened cross 

sections were simplified as the equivalent unstiffened cross 

sections (Zheng et al. 2000), and the equivalent web 

thickness 
wt  and the equivalent flange thickness 

ft  for  

 

 

 

 

 

these stiffened cross sections are listed in Tables 1 and 2, 

respectively. Furthermore, each analytical cross section had 

16 integration points. 

 

3.2 Shell model employed in this study 
 

The shell model employed in this study is shown in Fig. 

6. The 4-node reduced integrated shell element of S4R was 

employed for simulating the 3a lower part of the steel 

column specimen. The upper part of column was modeled 

using the beam-column element of B31 based on 

Timoshenko beam theory. To accurately investigate and 

simulate local buckling and ductile crack initiation in detail,  

the local meshing around the corner of column-base plate  

 

Fig. 3 Cyclic loading pattern employed in this study 

 

Fig. 4 Beam model 

  
(a) Stiffened cross section (b) Equivalent unstiffened cross section 

Fig. 5 Cross section 
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weld needed to be refined, and the minimum size of refined 

meshing shell element was 2 mm × 2 mm, as shown in Fig. 

6. Because of symmetry, only one-half model of the length 

of the tested specimens was created. The model was loaded 

in displacement control. The stiffened cross section for the 

lower part (shell element part) and the equivalent 

unstiffened cross section for the upper part (beam element 

part) of the analytical steel bridge piers were employed. 

 

 
4. Analytical results and discussions 
 

4.1 Comparison of analytical results between beam 
model and shell model 

 
In this study, the ductile crack initiation life is 

depending on the ductile crack initiation life prediction 

results obtained from shell model. For the shell model, the 

damage index D is calculated by substituting the plastic 

strain range obtained into Eq. (3). And the ductile crack 

initiation is predicted when the calculated damage index D 

reaches 1.0. The plastic strain histories obtained from beam 

model until the ductile crack initiation life obtained from 

shell model should be output in order to determine the 

modification factor of stiffened steel bridge piers. 

 

 

 
 
4.1.1 Comparison of plastic strain histories obtained 

from beam and shell analyses 

The plastic strain histories of the cases with 0.30  , 

t = 20 mm, and 0.25,0.35,0.45fR   obtained from beam 

and shell analyses are illustrated in Fig. 7. The positive part 

denotes the tension plastic strain and the negative part 

means the compression plastic strain. It is observed that the 

cumulative plastic strain increases in compression with the 

increase in half cycle number regardless of different width-

to-thickness ratios and different analytical types. This 

phenomenon is due to the effect of axial compression force. 

However, it is demonstrated that the increase of plastic 

strain in compression for the shell analysis is obviously 

greater. For example, the plastic strain in compression of 

the shell analysis at the third half cycle is -0.13, however, 

that of the beam analysis is about -0.0081, which is greatly 

smaller than that of shell analysis. 

The plastic strain histories of the cases with 0.30  , 

0.35fR  , and t=4, 10, 20, 30 mm obtained from the beam 

and shell analyses are illustrated in 0. The difference 

between the beam analytical cases with different plate 

thicknesses, as shown in 0 (a), cannot be observed, but the 

plastic strain of shell analysis obviously increases in 

compression with the increase in the plate thickness. 

 

Fig. 6 Shell model 

  
(a) Beam analysis (b) Shell analysis 

Fig. 7 Plastic strain history (Effect of 
fR ) 
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The plastic strain histories of the cases with 0.35fR  , 

t = 20 mm and 0.30,0.4,0.5   obtained from the beam 

and shell analyses are illustrated in 0. It is found out that the 

plastic strains of both beam and shell analyses obviously 

increase in compression with the increase in the slenderness 

ratio  .  

In summary, the plastic strain obtained from beam 

analysis is greatly less than that obtained from shell analysis. 

The analytical results of beam analysis cannot reflect the 

strain concentration at the base corner of the steel bridge 

piers. It is very difficult to calculate the damage, which 

leads to ductile crack initiation, using the beam analysis 

because the beam model cannot simulate the strain 

concentration at the base corner of the steel bridge piers. 

 

4.1.2 Comparison of damage index histories obtained 
from beam and shell analyses 

The damage index histories obtained from the beam and 

shell analyses are demonstrated in Figs. 10-12, in which the 

damage index histories obtained from the shell analysis are 

calculated based on Eq. (1). 

The ductile crack initiation point is defined as the point 

at which the damage index D reaches 1.0. It is illustrated 

that the damage index of all shell analyses reaches 1.0 

although the damage index increases with the increases in  

the width-to-thickness ratio, plate thickness and slenderness  

ratio, however, the damage index obtained from the beam  

 

analysis is very small, and is almost equal to zero. It is 

concluded that the damage induced by the plastic strain 

concentration cannot be reflected in the beam analysis. 

 

4.2 Determination of modification factor 
 

The plastic strain histories are obtained through the 

beam and shell analyses, respectively. The plastic strain 

ranges in the two analyses are compared, and the ratios of 

the plastic strain range of the shell analysis to that of the 

beam analysis are calculated every half cycle, as listed in 

Table 4. Based on the result of the shell analysis, the 

predicted ductile crack initiation life is 7 half cycles, and in 

this case, the parameter β can be calculated by averaging 

the ratios from the 3rd half cycle to the 7th half cycle. The 

concentrated plastic strain obtained from the shell analysis 

is more or less influenced by structural parameters, however 

similar phenomenon is not obvious during beam analysis, 

the concentrated plastic strain is not greatly affected by 

varying structural parameters in beam analysis. 

Consequently, the modification factor β should reflect the 

effect of structural parameters on the concentrated plastic 

strain, and is treated as a structure-dependent damageability 

coefficient. 

 

4.2.1 Effect of width-to-thickness ratio 
Shown in Fig. 13 are plots of β versus the width-to-

thickness ratio for the steel bridge piers with slenderness  

  
(a) Beam analysis (b) Shell analysis 

Fig. 8 Plastic strain history (Effect of t) 

 

  
(a) Beam analysis (b) Shell analysis 

Fig. 9 Plastic strain history (Effect of  ) 
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ratio of 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. The linear regression lines that 

associate β and width-to-thickness ratio demonstrate a 

strong correlation between them. This parametric study 

showed that the modification factor β depends strongly on 

the width-to-thickness ratio Rf. The slope of curves of the 

cases with   of 0.5 is relatively less than that of curves of  

 

 

the cases with   of 0.3 and 0.4. The phenomenon is due 

to that the plastic strain concentration at the base corner 

relatively decreases because of such thin-walled and long 

steel bridge pier. The ductile crack initiation point is 

delayed because of such steel bridge piers. 

 

  
(a) Beam analysis (b) Shell analysis 

Fig. 10 Damage index history (Effect of 
fR ) 

 

  
(a) Beam analysis (b) Shell analysis 

Fig. 11 Damage index history (Effect of t) 
 

 

Table 4 Comparison of εpr,shell and εpr,beam (Case 40-25-20 in Table 1) 

Half cycle number εpr,shell εpr,beam εpr,shell/εpr,beam Average value 

0 0.000 0.000 - 

11.8 

1 0.019 0.000 - 

2 0.019 0.000 - 

3 0.098 0.007 14.6 

4 0.080 0.010 8.1 

5 0.182 0.009 19.6 

6 0.096 0.014 7.1 

7 0.193 0.020 9.8 

Notes: εpr,shell = plastic strain range obtained from shell analysis, εpr,beam = plastic strain range obtained from beam analysis 
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4.2.2 Effect of plate thickness 
Shown in 0 are plots of β versus the plate thickness ratio 

for the steel bridge piers with slenderness ratio of 0.3, 0.4 

and 0.5. The linear regression lines that associate β and 

plate thickness ratio demonstrate a strong correlation 

between them. This parametric study showed that the 

modification factor β depends strongly on the plate 

thickness t. Similarly, the slope of curve of the case with   

of 0.5 and Rf of 0.45 relatively less than that of other curves 

because of such thin-walled and long steel bridge pier.  

 

 

 

 

4.2.3 Effect of slenderness ratio 
The plots of β versus the slenderness ratio for the steel 

bridge piers with plate thickness of 10 mm, 20 mm and 30 

mm are shown in Fig. 15. However, a little decrease of the 

strain concentration is observed when the column 

slenderness ratio increases, as illustrated in Fig. 15, because 

of the P-Δ effect. Meanwhile, the slope of curves of the 

cases with Rf of 0.45 is relatively less than that of the cases 

with Rf of 0.25 and 0.35 because ductile crack initiation 

more easily occurs in the cases with small Rf and local 

buckling more easily occurs in the cases with large Rf. 

  
(a) Beam analysis (b) Shell analysis 

Fig. 12 Damage index history (Effect of  ) 

 

 
 

(a) 0.30   (b) 0.40   

 
(c) 0.50   

Fig. 13 Relationship curves between modification factor and width-to-thickness ratio 
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(a) 0.30   (b) 0.40   

 
(c) 0.50   

Fig. 14 Relationship curves between modification factor and plate thickness 

  
(a) t = 10 mm (b) t = 20 mm 

 
(c) t = 30 mm 

Fig. 15 Relationship curves between modification factor and slenderness ratio 
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4.3 Formulation of the modified simplified damage 

index-based evaluation method for stiffened steel 
members (MSDIM-S) 

Similar calculation processes are conducted for each of 

the analytical cases to determine all the four constants in the 

calculation equation of β by the least mean square method 

from the analytical results. Finally, the modification factor 

βs for stiffened steel members can be obtained as following 

equation based on the parametric analytical results 

37.0 1.78 16.3 1.02
4

s f

t
R 

 
    

 
 (14) 

The applicable range of above equation is Rf = 0.25 ~ 

0.45, and t = 4 ~ 30 mm, and = 0.2 ~ 0.5. The cases 

which exceed this range should be verified by more 

analytical and experimental investigations. The damage 

index formulation including βs employed for stiffened steel 

bridge piers is expressed as follows 

 ,

m

s pr iD C     (15) 

 

4.4 Calibration of the proposed method in this study 
 
4.4.1 Comparison of predicted results obtained from  

beam analysis using proposed method in this study 
and shell analysis 

 

 

In order to verify the validity of the proposed method in 

this study, the beam analyses employing the proposed 

method in this study are carried out. The comparison of 

prediction results obtained from the beam analysis using the 

proposed method in this study and shell analysis is shown 

in Figs. 16-18. Taking the case of 30-35-20 as one example 

as shown in Fig. 16(b), the ductile crack initiation life 

obtained from the shell analysis is 5 half cycles, and that 

obtained from the beam analysis employing the proposed 

method in this study is 6 half cycles, which is only one half 

cycle more than shell analytical result. It is demonstrated 

that the difference between the ductile crack initiation life 

predicted by the shell analysis and that predicted by the 

beam analysis using the proposed method in this study is 

equal to or less 1 half cycle. It is concluded that the ductile 

crack initiation life predicted by the beam analysis using the 

proposed method in this study agrees well with that 

obtained from the shell analysis. 

Fig. 19 illustrates the total comparison of predicted 

results obtained from the beam analysis using the proposed 

method in this study and shell analysis. In which, H.C.dci,pre 

is the half cycle number of ductile crack initiation life 

predicted by the beam analysis based on the proposed 

method in this study, and H.C.dci,shell is the half cycle 

number of ductile crack initiation life predicted by the shell 

analysis. ±20% prediction error boundaries are also 

plotted. It is obviously observed from Fig. 19 that most data  

 



  
(a) 30-25-20 (b) 30-35-20 

 
(c) 30-45-20 

Fig. 16 Comparison of prediction results obtained from beam analysis using proposed method in this study and 

shell analysis ( = 0.30, Rf = 0.25 ~ 0.45, t = 20 mm) 
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(a) 40-35-10 (b) 40-35-20 

 
(c) 40-35-30 

Fig. 17 Comparison of prediction results obtained from beam analysis using proposed method in this study and  

shell analysis ( = 0.40, Rf = 0.35, t = 10 ~ 30 mm) 
 

 

  
(a) 30-25-30 (b) 40-25-30 

 
(c) 50-25-30 

Fig. 18 Comparison of prediction results obtained from beam analysis using proposed method in this study and shell 

analysis ( = 0.30 ~ 0.50, Rf = 0.25, t = 30 mm) 
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points lie within the ±20% margin lines. The maximum 

prediction error in this study is -30%, and this relatively 

large prediction error occurs in the case with the plate 

thickness of 4 mm. However, such prediction error can be 

acceptant in practical engineering. Consequently, the 

prediction results employing the beam analysis based on the 

proposed method in this study show good agreement with 

those using the shell analysis. 

 

4.4.2 Comparison of predicted results obtained from 
beam analysis using proposed method in this study and 
tested results 

In order to verify the validity of this proposed method, 

the predicted results obtained from the beam analysis using 

the proposed method in this study are compared with the 

experimental results of S35-35I (Yoshizaki et al. 1999), 

KD-10 (Nakamura et al. 1997) and NCF20 (Lawson and 

Saverirajan 2011). The geometric dimensions and structural 

parameters of tested specimens are listed in 0, and the 

material parameters of structural steels of tested specimens 

are listed in Table 6. A comparison of the prediction results 

obtained from the beam analysis using the proposed method 

in this study and the experimental results is shown in Fig. 

20. For the SM490 steel, C = 9.69 and m = 1.86; for the 

SM400 steel, C = 8.23 and m = 1.82 (Ge and Luo 2011, Ge 

and Kang 2012). 

 

 

 

 

In which, the predicted result of KD-10 is 8 half cycles  

equal to the tested result, the predicted result of S35-35I 

is 7 half cycles less than the tested result of 10 half cycles, 

and the predicted result of NCF20 is 5 half cycles less than 

the tested result of 7 half cycles. The prediction error of 

S35-35I and NCF20 is -30% and -29%, respectively. Such 

prediction error is similar to the maximum prediction error 

(-30%) in the cases with the plate thickness of 4 mm in 

section 4.4.1. The plate thickness of S35-35I and NCF20 is 

4.9 mm and 4.5 mm, respectively, and then the prediction 

error of them is similar to the prediction error in the case 

with the plate thickness of 4 mm. However, the prediction 

error of KD-10 is very small, which's plate thickness is 10 

mm. It is concluded that the prediction results obtained 

from the beam analysis based on the proposed method in 

this study show good agreement with the tested results, 

especially for the cases with the plate thickness of 10 ~ 30 

mm, and the proposed method in this study can be 

employed in the ductile crack initiation life of steel 

members in practical engineering. 

The verification of the proposed method in tests is very 

limited because of only three ductile fracture tests of 

stiffened steel bridge piers subjected to cyclic loading. 

More stiffened steel bridge pier tests should be carried out 

to verify the applicability of the proposed method in this 

study. The corresponding experimental research is ongoing. 

 

 

  

(a) 0.20   (b) 0.30   

  
(c) 0.40   (d) 0.50   

Fig. 19 Comparison of prediction results obtained from beam analysis using proposed method in this study and shell 

analysis 
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5. Conclusions 

   

A novel simplified prediction method employed for the 

ductile crack initiation life prediction of stiffened steel 

members was proposed in this study. A previous detailed 

damage index-based evaluation method was intended to 

capture a relationship between the cumulative damage and  

 

 

 

 

 

 

the strain range of each half cycle. And a previous modified 

simplified damage index-based evaluation method for 

unstiffened steel members was proposed for simply 

predicting the ductile crack initiation life of unstiffened 

members using the beam model. The purpose of this study 

is to simply predict the ductile crack initiation life of 

stiffened steel members. 

Table 5 Geometric dimensions and structural parameters of tested specimens 

 
h 

(mm) 
α 

B 

(mm) 

t 

(mm) 

bs 

(mm) 

ts 

(mm) 
Rf �̅� P/Py 

Hy 

(kN) 

δy 

(mm) 

S35-35I 1033 0.5 224 4.9 26 4.9 0.35 0.35 0.172 99.8 5.6 

KD-10 3303 0.5 720 14 90 10 0.35 0.30 0.148 837 13.3 

NCF20 745 1.0 200 4.5 22 4.5 0.452 0.241 0.20 93.7 3.77 

Tabled 6 Material parameters of structural steels of tested specimens 

 Steel type 
σy 

(MPa) 

E 

(GPa) 

εy 

(%) 

Est 

(GPa) 

εst 

(%) 

σu 

(MPa) 

εu 

(%) 
ν 

S35-35I SM490YA 382 208 0.183 5.05 1.12 574 31 0.275 

KD-10 
Plate 

SM490A 
318.7 206 0.1547 6.867 1.083 627 44.48 0.3 

Stiffener 379.9 206 0.1844 5.150 1.844 638.3 40.63 0.3 

NCF20 SM400A 338 200 0.169 4.98 1.69 417 27 0.3 

  

(a) S35-35I (b) KD-10 

 
(c) NCF20 

Fig. 20 Comparison of prediction results obtained from beam analysis using proposed method in this study and 

experimental results 
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1) A modification factor βs was proposed in this study 

to capture the relationship between the strain 

concentration and the structural parameters of stiffened 

members. Total 33 parametric analyses were carried 

out to find out the linear relationships between βs and 

the width-to-thickness ratio, plate thickness and 

slenderness ratio. 

2) For the cases with the plate thickness of 10 ~ 30 mm, 

compared with the shell analytical results, the 

prediction error of the beam analysis based on the 

proposed method in this study was within ±20%; for 

the cases with the plate thickness of 4mm, the 

prediction error of the beam analysis based on the 

proposed method in this study was from 0 to -30% 

compared with the shell analytical results. 

3) The prediction results of the proposed method in 

this study were compared with the tested results. About 

-30% prediction error occurred in the cases with the 

plate thickness of 4 ~ 5 mm, and the prediction life 

was equal to the tested result for the case with the plate 

thickness of 4 mm. 

4) It is concluded that the proposed method in this 

study is enough accurate for predicting the ductile 

crack initiation life of stiffened members under cyclic 

loading suitable for earthquake engineering 

applications. 

It is important to emphasize that the empirical formulas 

presented in this paper are based on a range of specimen 

structural parameters which may be commonly encountered 

in structural engineering. These include the width-to-

thickness ratio parameter Rf = 0.25 ~ 0.45, the plate 

thickness t = 4 ~ 30 mm, and the slenderness ratio 

parameter   = 0.2 ~ 0.5. Since the formulas are semi-

empirical, they may require modifications when applied to 

situations that are not within this range of parameters. 
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